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CHANEL HANDBAGS KAIA GERBER SPRING 2018 CAMPAIGN
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BY SHAE CRONIN

On-the-rise supermodel Kaia Gerber debuted in her first Chanel campaign in the label’s latest Spring 2018 handbag campaign, in a style that’s elegant and timeless to say the least. Shot by
creative director Karl Lagerfeld, the campaign took place in Coco Chanel’s original, immaculately preserved apartment, located atop the brand’s flagship store in Paris.

In the chic black and white photographs, Cindy Crawford’s mini-me daughter projects exquisite beauty and sophistication in draping her body upon one of Chanel’s plush suede sofas, while at
the same time exhibiting the label’s Spring 2018 clear and quilted handbags. Gerber is styled in white dresses in each photograph, drawing focus to herself as a leading fresh figure in the
images. In this allusion to purity, Gerber in a strong sense symbolically represents the talented, iconic life of Coco Chanel. In being positioned in Chanel’s signature space, the campaign visually
tells a story that transcends generations, as it reveals the special and timeless relationship between a woman and her bags. In merging the future face of fashion with the heart of its past, this
campaign serves as a sanctuary to Chanel’s creative processes as well as influences.

Photographer | Karl Lagerfeld
Model | Kaia Gerber
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